PARADIGMS, BIBLICAL (See also "Metaphor")

1008 Trust-Faith, 7 scenarios on...
1000 ...as abstract concretion (allegory)
1009 Guilt/Atonement
1007 Marriage/Divorce (God's existence)
974 "getting mine" (rewards/punishments)
982 "Father"-patriarch
999 and intro. to ...
1054. "To Paradigm" (as pointing and throwing: roots)

1063. DEITY: "PERAL"
1069. in Yesso!
1077. Rose-Articles in A. Richardson
1078 ... people/land ("alem," etc.)
1068 ... in "Kittel"
1071. "Shepherd"
1082. "Walking"
1083. ... + phenomenology pub.
1084. Transatlantic, J.
1100. Processing p
1108. Easton as 4 "standing"
"23. not hearing"
"27. "Trust and sources"
1106A. Daston's NT Concordance
969A. R. P. ... P. "Quam"... 85 Abbot Ave.
"48. v. typeset "bible"
2330. Definition